You will need:
1 sheet of cardstock [something that is slightly heavier than standard paper].
A Ruler [if you want straight lines]
An Xacto Knife [to cut out shapes, not stick letters under dead girls fingernails!]
Paper Glue

SCORE all dotted lines
CUT the slots

First: Score along the dotted lines. This will make it easier to fold
the pieces. To score, simple lightly drag the Xacto knife along the
top with very light pressure, making sure not to cut the paper.
Once all of the dotted lines are scored, then cut the solid tab slots
CUT holes

Then you can proceed with cutting out the shapes.
Before gluing all the pieces together, you will need to insert the
joints into the body section. First, cut out the black holes on the
top and sides of the body. Then on the joint piece, cut along the
black line [almost an ‘x’ but not all the way]. Fold the “Grey
Curved Tab” toward the center, curving it so that it can be
inserted into the holes on the body [top and sides]. Once
inserted, make the tab flat again. Place a small spot of glue on the
inside side of the joint piece and attach the joint support piece to
it, take care not to get glue on the body, this is to add support, the
piece should still be able to turn in the hole.
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Once you have done that, you can begin to fold the pieces
together. Once everything is folded, you can then glue the head
and arms to the joints, again making sure to put the glue on the
joint piece only [otherwise it won’t turn].
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